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Abstract 

 

Positron emission tomography (PET) using the cationic compound [18F]fluoromethylcholine 

(FCH) enhances the sensitivity for non-invasive classification of hepatic tumours due to 

peculiar patterns of accumulation. The underlying transporters are not known. We aim to 

identify the carriers mediating uptake of FCH in liver and to correlate their expression pattern 

with PET intrahepatic signal distribution to clarify the role of membrane transporters in FCH 

accumulation. FCH transport was characterized in cells overexpressing organic cation 

transporters (OCTs). OCT mRNA levels were determined in different types of hepatic lesions 

and correlated with FCH PET signal intensity. Additionally, OCT1 and OCT3 protein was 

analyzed in a subset of patients by Western blotting. HEK293 cells overexpressing OCT1, 

OCT2 or OCT3 showed higher intracellular levels of FCH in comparison to wild-type cells. 

mRNA levels of OCT1 paralleled protein levels and were significantly downregulated in 

hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), hepatocellular adenoma (HCA) and, to a lesser extent, in 

focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH) compared to matched non-tumour tissues. In 3 patients with 

HCA, the FCH PET signal intensity was reduced relative to normal liver. This correlated with 

the simultaneous downregulation of OCT1 and OCT3 mRNA. In another patient with HCA, 

lesion and surrounding tissue did not show a difference in signal, coinciding with 

downregulation of OCT1 and upregulation of OCT3. Therefore, OCT1 is very likely a key 

transporter for the accumulation of FCH in the liver. The data supports the hypothesis that the 

varying expression levels of OCT1 and OCT3 in focal liver lesions determine FCH PET 

signal intensity. 
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Introduction 

 

The overlapping enhancement patterns and non-typical appearance at the common 

radiologic modalities can complicate the noninvasive diagnosis of hypervascularized hepatic 

lesions, especially for the distinction between focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH), hepatocellular 

adenoma (HCA) and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (Hamm et al., 1994; Grazioli et al., 

2005). Differentiation of these entities is crucial for appropriate management (Stoot et al., 

2010; Bieze et al., 2014).  

Focal lesions and diffuse liver diseases display altered expression levels of the main 

hepatic membrane transporters resulting in peculiar disposition patterns of the gadolinium-

based hepatobiliary contrast agents that improve the accuracy of magnetic resonance imaging 

(Grazioli et al., 2005; Nilsson et al., 2013; Nilsson et al., 2014; Pastor et al., 2014). Likewise, 

unique accumulation of the positron emission tomography (PET) tracer 

[18F]fluoromethylcholine (FCH) enhances the sensitivity for the detection and differentiation 

of focal liver lesions (Talbot et al., 2006; Talbot et al., 2010; van den Esschert et al., 2011; 

Kwee et al., 2015). The molecular features of the varying FCH accumulation in hepatic 

lesions are unknown.  

FCH is an analogue of choline, precursor of phosphatidylcholine, betaine and   

acetylcholine (ACh) (Pelech and Vance, 1984; Kwee et al., 2007). Carrying a positive charge 

FCH requires transport systems for cellular entry. Because choline kinase (CK), which 

phosphorylates choline to phosphocholine in the first committed step of the Kennedy 

pathway, is often upregulated in tumours, the enhanced  accumulation of FCH is thought to be 

a mere consequence of an increased choline metabolism (Glunde et al., 2015). However, some 

studies failed to correlate the total choline levels in tumours and uptake of [11C]choline 

measured by PET (Utriainen et al., 2003; Yamaguchi et al., 2005). One study comparing the 

total choline contents between HCC and matched non-cancerous liver tissues revealed that the 
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majority of the HCC had lower choline levels than the matched non-tumour tissues, in 

apparent discrepancy with the generally higher FCH accumulation by HCC at PET analysis 

(Talbot et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008; Talbot et al., 2010; Kwee et al., 2015).  

The varying accumulation of FCH between different types of hypervascularized liver 

lesions might be the result of heterogeneous expression levels of relevant membrane 

transporters. The uptake of choline in the liver is likely mediated by members of the organic 

cation transporters, notably OCT1, and the choline transporter-like proteins (CTLs) (Koepsell, 

2013; Tamai, 2013; Inazu, 2014).  

Here we combined a functional transport study to identify the transporters expressed in 

the liver mediating the uptake of FCH with a retrospective analysis of their mRNA and 

protein expression pattern in patients with different types of liver lesions. Subsequently, we 

investigated whether changes of transporter expression correlated with the intrahepatic FCH 

accumulation at the PET analysis.  

 

Patients and Methods 

 

Patients and Liver Tissues 

All the procedures followed were in accordance with the ethical standards of the responsible 

committee on human experimentation and with the Helsinki declaration. The local medical 

ethic committee approved the study and written informed consent was obtained from all 

patients (age ≥ 18) before entering the study. Patients with suspicion of FNH or HCA larger 

than 2 cm with no history of malignancy or chronic liver disease and with normal serum 

alpha-fetoprotein were included. Patients with proven HCC or suspicion of HCC were 

included when surgical treatment was performed. More information about patient 

characteristics is listed in table 1.     
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A lesion was defined as HCA if it showed a hepatocellular proliferation with no cytonuclear 

atypia, absence of portal tracts, presence of solitary arteries and a well-developed reticulin 

framework (Bioulac-Sage et al., 2009). A lesion was defined as FNH if it showed a 

hepatocellular proliferation without cytonuclear atypia and within the lesion aberrant arterial 

vessels, fibrotic strands and ductular reaction with inflammation. Additional 

immunohistochemical staining for glutamine synthetase showed a peculiar pattern of 

expression. A lesion was defined as HCC if it showed cytonuclear atypia of the hepatocytes, 

broad trabecular and/or pseudoglandular growth and absence of portal tracts in the presence of 

solitary arteries. If needed, additional immunohistochemical stainings were performed (Di 

Tommaso et al., 2009; Shafizadeh and Kakar, 2011). 

 

PET/CT procedure 

The [18F]FCH PET/CT was performed as previously described (van den Esschert et al., 2011). 

Briefly, a CT scan in the supine position was acquired from mid-thorax to mid-abdomen, 

encompassing the entire liver. The 12-channel helical CT scanning parameters were: 120 

kVp, 50 mA/slice, rotation time 0.75 sec, slice thickness/interval 5.0 mm. No intravenous 

contrast was used. At 15 minutes after intravenous injection of 150 MBq of [18F]FCH, 

emission scans were acquired from mid-thorax to the mid-abdomen, encompassing the entire 

liver. 

 

Reagents 

Fluoromethylcholine[1,2-3H]chloride ([3H]FCH, specific activity, 60 Ci/mmol) for in vitro 

studies was purchased from American Radiolabeled Chemicals (St. Louis, MO), choline 

chloride [methyl-14C] ([14C]choline, specific activity, 52 mCi/mmol), and 

[14C]tetraethylammonium bromide ([14C]TEA, specific activity 5 mCi/mmol) from Perkin 

Elmer (Boston, MA). Non-labeled FCH was provided by BioTrend (Köln, Germany), non-
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labeled choline chloride and TEA by Sigma-Aldrich (St.Louis, MO). 4-(4-(dimethylamino)-

styryl)-N-methylpyridinium iodide (ASP+)) by Molecular Probes-Life Technologies 

(Carlsbad, Ca). All cell culture reagents were purchased from Gibco (Parsley, UK). [18F]FCH 

for PET/CT scan was purchased from BV Cyclotron VU, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-OCT1 (LS-C354446) and anti-OCT3 (LS-C352877) antibodies were 

purchased from LSBio (Seattle, WA). Anti-Protein disulphide isomerase (PDI) and 

horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody were provided by Thermo Scientific 

(Waltham, MA). 

 

Cell lines 

Wild-type HEK293 cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin 

at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. Stably transfected cell lines, previously 

characterized, were supplemented with Geneticin G-418 as selecting agent (Tamai et al., 

1997; Tamai et al., 2001; Thevenod et al., 2013). 

 

RNA extraction and real time reverse transcription RT-PCR 

Total RNA from frozen tissue samples was extracted using the TRIzol Reagent (Life 

Technologies, Carlsbad, Ca). mRNAs were reverse transcribed to cDNA using random 

hexamers as primers and MultiScribe Reverse Transcriptase (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, 

Ca). The cDNA products were used as template for PCR amplification by Taqman® assay 

analysis (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). 

 

Isolation of human liver membrane fractions and immunoblot analysis 

The isolation of a total liver membrane fraction was modified from a previously described 

method using 150 to 500 mg frozen liver specimens (Meier et al., 1983). After 
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homogenization of the liver tissues with a Polytron in 300 mM sucrose buffer supplemented 

with 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonate, 1 μM pepstatin 1 μg/ml antipain and leupeptin, the 

homogenates were centrifuged at 1300gav in a Sorvall SS34 rotor. The supernatant was 

centrifuged for 1 h at 100000gav in a Kontron Ultracentrifuge. The total liver membrane 

fractions were resuspended in 300 mM sucrose with a 25G needle and stored until use at – 80 

°C. Protein samples (150 μg) were resolved on 8% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels and 

electroblotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (GE HealthCare, Piscataway, NJ). 

The membranes were blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk in phosphate saline buffer 

supplemented with 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 (PBS-T), washed in PBS-T buffer, and incubated for 

1 h at room temperature with anti-OCT1 or anti-OCT3 antibodies followed by probing with 

horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody. Blots were developed with 

SuperSignal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

and Fusion FX7 (Vilber Lourmat, Eberhardzell, Germany). As loading control, the sample 

blots were stripped and reprobed with anti-protein disulphide isomerase (PDI) (Wlcek et al., 

2014).    

 

Transport Studies in Intact Cells 

Uptake of radiolabeled or fluorescent compounds was measured using a protocol designed for 

uptake determination in cells (Schroeder et al., 1998). Cells were washed in transport buffer 

(136 mM NaCl, 5.3 mM KCl, 1.1 mM KH2PO4, 1.8 mM CaCl2, 0.8 mM MgSO4, 11 mM D-

glucose and 10 mM Hepes/Tris, pH 7.4) at 37°C then incubated with  the different tracer 

substrates. After extensive washing with ice-cold transport buffer, cells were solubilized and 

intracellular radioactivity was assessed. To measure intracellular ASP+, the fluorescence was 

measured on the Twinkle LB970 microplate fluorometer (Berthold Technologies, Germany). 

For kinetic analysis the line was best-fit to the Michaelis-Menten equation (V= Vmax[S]/(Km + 

[S])). The inhibition constant (Ki) was determined from the formula: Kmapp = Km(1+[I]/Ki), 
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where Kmapp and Km are the affinity constants of ASP+ in the presence or absence of 

fluorocholine, respectively; [I] represents the extracellular concentration of fluorocholine. 

 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistical comparisons were performed using GraphPad Prism (version 5.0 for Windows, 

GraphPad Software). The variance in mRNA expression levels of each target gene was 

subjected to one-way analysis (ANOVA-test) and to a Bonferroni’s test for head-to-head 

comparisons (post hoc comparisons). The mRNA expression level changes, in matched 

samples, were subjected to the two-tailed paired Student's t-test. Comparisons of transport 

measurements were analysed with the two-tailed Student's unpaired t-test. 

  

Results 

 

mRNA Expression of Genes potentially involved in Choline-partitioning into Hepatic Lesions 

The expression of all potential FCH transporters and of CK expression were analyzed 

(Supplemental Table 1) by relative quantitative method of real time RT-PCR based on ΔCt 

method and expressed in Log10 scale. Based on a previous geNorm stability analysis within 

different liver diseases, ubiquitin C (UBC) gene was used in the current study as internal 

reference (Kim and Kim, 2003). Twelve HCC, 7 FNH and 6 HCA samples were compared 

with 24 healthy liver tissues. Twenty out of 24 healthy samples were from matched, non-

lesion surrounding liver tissues from different patients. OCT2 and CHT1 are mainly 

expressed in the kidney and in the brain, respectively (Apparsundaram et al., 2000; Okuda et 

al., 2000; Koepsell, 2013). As expected the mRNA of these transporters was not detectable in 

both normal and tumorous hepatic tissues. 
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OCT1 was the only gene, within this analysis, that showed a significant degree of 

modulation among the 4 groups (P=0.0004) with a lower expression level in tumour tissues 

compared to normal tissues (Fig.1). A matched analysis was performed on the 20 patients of 

the study’s cohort of whom the tumour and the surrounding non-tumorous, healthy tissues 

were available. Figure 2 is a colour-scaled representation that shows the pattern of changes for 

each target gene in each tumour sample relative to the mRNA expression level in the 

respective healthy tissue (ΔΔCt). OCT1 was significantly downregulated in HCC (7.85 ± 3.81 

vs 21.23 ± 5.22, P=0.008) and in HCA (9.19 ± 1.97 vs 21.21 ± 3.17, P=0.007) (Fig.3A). 

Interestingly, in this analysis a pattern emerged also for OCTN1 (Fig. 3B) and CTL2 (Fig 

3C). OCTN1 mRNA level in HCC was ~ 5 times that in the respective non-tumorous tissues 

(P=0.007), relatively stable in HCA and a trend of downregulation, albeit not significant, in 

FNH (P=0.23). CTL2 was slightly but significantly downregulated in HCC, unchanged in 

HCA and FNH. To understand whether the mRNA pattern correlated with the protein 

modulation, a subset of samples was quantified for protein level of OCT1 and OCT3 (Fig. 4). 

In table 2 the expression pattern of OCT1 and OCT3 proteins in the tumour tissues is 

expressed as relative to the protein level in the respective healthy tissue. It can be seen that, 

especially for OCT1, there was strong consistency between mRNA and protein levels.   

 

Correlation of mRNA expression pattern and FCH PET values 

Among the patients analysed, for 4 patients diagnosed with HCA, the PET/CT scan was 

available. These patients were part of the study previously published (van den Esschert et al., 

2011). The standardized uptake value (SUV) were 7.34 ± 1.96 in the tumour and 11.69 ± 2.8 

in the surrounding area (P=0.049). To investigate whether the FCH accumulation in these 

patients correlated with the gene expression changes, the ΔΔCt pattern of the different target 

genes was correlated to the tumour:normal ratio of the SUV values. For consistency, all data 

were expressed in Log10 scale. Three out of 4 HCA showed higher FCH signal intensity than 
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the respective surrounding normal tissues (Fig. 5). One HCA and the respective normal tissue 

displayed homogeneous intensity of FCH. When the PET data were correlated to the gene 

expression profile an interesting pattern emerged. When HCA had less FCH accumulation 

than the normal liver, OCT1 and OCT3 were downregulated. When HCA and normal tissue 

had similar FCH signal, OCT1 was downregulated but OCT3, together with OCTN2, CTL1, 

CTL2 and CKα were upregulated.  

 

Impact of OCTs on the FCH net uptake in HEK293 cells 

Figure 6 illustrates the time course of uptake of [3H]FCH in HEK293 cells stably 

transfected with OCT1, OCT2 or OCT3 respectively. The transport of [3H]FCH at the 

indicated extracellular concentration was significantly higher in OCT1-, OCT2- and OCT3-

HEK293 compared with that in WT-HEK293 cells. Because OCT3 has been previously 

shown by two independent studies not to recognize choline as substrate (Kekuda et al., 1998; 

Grundemann et al., 1999), the properties of the [3H]FCH OCT3-mediated transport were 

further studied, also with respect to the [14C]choline transport. Figure 7A shows that the 

intracellular level of [14C]choline in OCT3-expressing cells was similar to that in the wild-

type cells. Figure 7B shows the OCT3-mediated influx of ASP+ as a function of concentration 

in the presence or absence of 10 mM extracellular non-labeled FCH. The maximal transport 

capacity (Vmax) remained unchanged, suggesting fully competitive inhibition of ASP+ influx 

by non-labeled FCH. Thus, the relative affinity (Ki) of FCH for OCT3 could be computed to 

be 4.13 ± 0.53 mM.  

 

Impact of OCTN1 and OCTN2 on the [3H]FCH uptake in HEK293 cells 

The uptake of 10 μM extracellular [3H]FCH in HEK293 cells stably transfected with 

OCTN1 or OCTN2 was measured as the function of time. Figure 8 illustrates that the increase 

in intracellular [3H]FCH with time was comparable in the transfected cells and in the wild-
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type HEK293 cells suggesting no transport of [3H]FCH by OCTN1 (Fig. 8A) and OCTN2 

(Fig. 8B). The functionality of the transfection was assessed by measuring the uptake of the 

OCTN1, N2 substrate [14C]TEA in transfected, and wild-type HEK293 cells (Fig. 8C).  

 

Discussion 

The present work suggests that membrane transporters and their expression levels are 

molecular determinants of the net uptake of FCH in liver tissue and, consequently, in the 

differential diagnosis of focal lesions.  

FCH is rapidly cleared from the blood and retained in tumours within minutes with 

little redistribution suggesting that enhanced blood flow is likely to play a major role in FCH 

accumulation in tumours (DeGrado et al., 2001; Kwee et al., 2007; Haroon et al., 2015). 

However, despite the fact that hypervasculatization is a common feature of focal liver lesions, 

the FCH PET scan pattern varies among lesions, indicating that the hemodynamic properties 

of the tumour alone cannot explain such heterogeneity in FCH accumulation (Ueda et al., 

1998; Trillaud et al., 2009). OCT1 is highly expressed at the basolateral membrane of 

hepatocytes and plays an important role in the hepatic uptake of choline (Koepsell, 2013). As 

previously reported, OCT1 expression level was decreased in HCC compared with normal 

tissues (Schaeffeler et al., 2011; Heise et al., 2012; Namisaki et al., 2014). The present work 

shows that such downregulation occurs also in HCA, whereas most of FNH (4/5) did not 

show any change. In line with this finding, FNH was reported to accumulate more FCH than 

the normal liver, whereas HCA was previously reported to take up less FCH than the 

surrounding normal tissue (Talbot et al., 2010; van den Esschert et al., 2011).  

PET-imaging showed in three out of four HCA a reduced intensity and one showed a 

similar PET signal as the respective surrounding normal tissue. All the HCA samples were 

characterized by a downregulation of OCT1 suggesting a gatekeeper role in FCH 

accumulation in liver and providing the possible molecular explanation of the reduced 
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accumulation of FCH in HCA compared with the healthy tissue. Interestingly in the HCA 

sample in which FCH accumulation was comparable to that of the surrounding tissue, the 

OCT1 downregulation was accompanied by an upregulation of OCT3, CTL1, CTL2 and CKα 

(Fig. 4). The single contribution of these genes in counter-balancing the effect of the OCT1 

downregulation is difficult to establish but is likely to depend on the absolute level of 

expression and/or their relative functional contributions.  

We and others could not demonstrate OCT3-mediated transport of choline (Kekuda et 

al., 1998; Grundemann et al., 1999). However, FCH was here identified as an OCT3 substrate. 

While choline and fluorocholine are chemically similar, they appeared to be recognized 

differently by OCTs. This is consistent with the clinical observation that [11C]choline and 

[18F]fluorocholine accumulated differently in the different tissues, particularly liver and 

kidney, the main sites of expression of OCTs (Witney et al., 2012; Haroon et al., 2015). 

Scarce information is available on the expression and localization of CTL1 and CTL2 

in human tissues (Nair et al., 2004). In the current study the mRNA of CTL1 and CTL2 were 

found to be expressed in human liver, unlike in rodents in which both transporters were not 

detected (Traiffort et al., 2005). Whether these transporters can transport FCH should be 

explored. 

CK catalyzes the first phosphorylation reaction in the Kennedy pathway (Pelech and 

Vance, 1984). This enzyme exists in mammalian cells as at least three isoforms encoded by 

two separate genes termed CK-α and CK-β. The active enzyme consists of either their homo- 

or hetero-dimeric (or oligomeric) forms (Aoyama et al., 2004). Enhanced CKα, but not CKβ, 

level was reported in many cancers and might be important in oncogenesis, tumour 

progression and metastasis (Glunde et al., 2011; Glunde et al., 2015). To our knowledge, no 

study has been performed on HCC yet. Here CKα mRNA expression level in tumour tissues 
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did not change compared with the non-tumour tissues, suggesting that CKα is likely not to 

play a role in the FCH signal intensity and in hepatocarcinogenesis.  

 Accumulation of [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) in tumours correlates with higher 

glucose metabolism and cell proliferation (Minn et al., 1988; Bos et al., 2002). The substantial 

difference in the timeframe of image acquisition between FDG (60-90 minutes) and FCH (10-

15 minutes) PET scan suggests that, besides blood flow, membrane uptake rather than 

metabolism can determine FCH accumulation (Talbot et al., 2010; van den Esschert et al., 

2011; Kwee et al., 2015). In fact, a number of studies failed to correlate intracellular 

accumulation of choline or FCH with choline metabolism (Utriainen et al., 2003; Yamaguchi 

et al., 2005; Rommel et al., 2010).   

In conclusion, while, as part of a retrospective study, the number of patients studied is 

limited, the data give a proof of concept that OCT1 is a credible biological variable in the 

accumulation of FCH in intrahepatic lesions. Additionally, the study provides evidence that 

FCH has unique transport properties that only partially overlap with those of normal choline. 

A clear picture of the carriers involved in FCH uptake could help to stratify rationally the 

clinical situations that can profit from fluorocholine PET scan. 
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Figure Legend 

 

Fig. 1 Relative Expression of choline pathway-related genes in normal liver tissue, FNH, 

HCA and HCC. mRNA values of the genes were normalized by the expression of the 

housekeeping gene UBC and expressed in Log10 scale and reported as scatter plot analysis 

with mean ± S.D. (** P<0.01).  

 

Fig. 2 Colour-scaled representation of mRNA profiling of target genes in tumour 

samples relative to the respective non-tumour samples. The relative expression values of 

each target gene was measured in the tumour and in the matched healthy tissue, normalized 

by the expression of the housekeeping UBC gene and then expressed as tumour:normal ratio 

(ΔΔCT). Data are reported in logarithmic scale. Blue and red colours indicate downregulation 

and upregulation, respectively. 

 

Fig. 3 Pattern of OCT1, OCTN1 and CTL2 mRNA modulation in HCC, HCA and FNH 

in tumour samples relative to the respective non-tumour tissues. Matched plot of the 

mRNA level expressed as ΔCT in tumour and surrounding non-tumour samples. Data are 

expressed in Log10 scale. 

 

Fig. 4 Representative immunoblot of OCT1 and OCT3 in paired tumour and normal 

liver tissues. Total membrane fractions (150 μg) from 8 tumour samples and the respective 

surrounding normal tissues were processed as described in Materials and Methods and probed 

with anti-OCT1 or anti-OCT3, stripped and re-probed with anti-PDI.    

 

Fig. 5 Correlation of mRNA level changes with the FCH PET/CT scan values. Top 

Panel: CT and PET/CT anteroposterior axis images from 4 patients with HCA 15 min after 
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i.v. injection of 150 MBq [18F]FCH. Bottom Panel: The relative expression data from each 

target gene is expressed as tumour:normal ratio (ΔΔCT). The PET ratio represents the 

tumour:normal SUV values. Data are reported in Log10 scale. Blue and red colours indicate 

downregulation and upregulation, respectively.  

 

Fig. 6 Impact of OCT expression on the transport of [3H]FCH in HEK293 cells. Time 

course of [3H]FCH at the indicated extracellular concentrations in OCT1- (A), OCT2- (B) and 

OCT3-HEK293 cells. Results are the mean ± S.D. from three independent experiments.  

 

Fig. 7 Substrate-specificity of OCT3-mediated transport. Panel A: Intracellular [3H]FCH 

or [14C]choline in WT- and OCT3-HEK293 cells was measured after 10 min incubation at 

1μM extracellular concentration. Panel B: Kinetic analysis of the inhibition of ASP+ influx 

by non-labeled FCH. Initial uptake of ASP+ was assessed over 2 min in OCT3-HEK293 cells. 

Data were corrected for uptake in WT-HEK293 cells. ASP+ influx kinetics in the presence or 

absence of 10 mM non-labeled FCH was assessed. Results are the mean ± S.D. from three 

independent experiments.  

 

Fig. 8 OCTN1- and OCTN2-mediated transport. Panel A and B: Uptake of [3H]FCH at 

the extracellular concentration of 10 μM as a function of the time in OCTN1-HEK293 (A) 

and OCTN2-HEK293 cells (B). Panel C: Intracellular [14CH]TEA in WT-, OCTN1-, 

OCTN2-HEK293 cells after 10 min incubation at the extracellular concentration of 10 μM. 

Data are the mean ± S.D. from three independent experiments.  
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Table 1. Patients and tumour characteristics. 

Parameters Category N (%)  

Age at diagnosis 
< 60 
> 60 

15 (60) 
10 (40) 

Gender 
M 
F 

11 (44) 
14 (56) 

Histopathological 
diagnosis 

FNH 
HCA 
HCC 

7 
6 

12 

HCC 
Tumour Stage 

pT1 
pT2 
pT3 
pT4 

not available 

3 (25) 
5 (42) 
3 (25) 

 
1 (8) 

HCC 
Etiology 

HBV 
Alcohol 

Unknown 

2 (16) 
5 (42) 
5 (42) 

Tumour size (cm) 
                  < 10 

     > 10 
14 (56) 
11 (44) 

PET 
FNH 
HCA 
HCC 

0 
4 
0 

 

Focal Nodular Hyperplasia, FNH; Hepatitis B Virus, HBV; Hepatocellular Adenoma, HCA; 

Hepatocellular Carcinoma, HCC; Positron Emission Tomography, PET; Primary Tumor 

Stage, pT 
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Table 2.  Relative changes of mRNA and protein in tumor to normal tissue expression of 

OCT1 and OCT3.  

 

 
OCT1 OCT3 

 
mRNA protein mRNA protein 

HCA -0.32 -0.29 -0.04 0.03 
HCA -0.30 -0.29 -0.24 -0.22 
HCC 0.37 0.07 0.63 1.44 
HCA -1.07 -0.61 -0.35 -0.19 
HCC -0.20 -0.23 -0.05 -0.13 
HCC -2.49 -0.95 -0.83 0.28 
HCA -0.22 -0.94 0.75 -0.35 
FNH -0.25 -0.10 -0.34 -0.06 

 

The relative expression values of OCT1 and OCT3 was measured in the tumour and in the 

matched healthy tissue. Protein disulphide isomerase (PDI) was used as loading control. Data 

are expressed as tumour:normal ratio and reported in logarithmic scale. 
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Table S1. List of genes analyzed.  

Gene Symbol Full Gene Name Probe 

SLC22A1  Solute carrier 22A1 (organic cation transporter 1) Hs00427550_m1 

SLC22A2  Solute carrier 22A2 (organic cation transporter 2) Hs00533907_m1 

SLC22A3 Solute carrier 22A3 (organic cation transporter 3) Hs01009568_m1 

SLC22A4  
Solute carrier 22A4 (carnitine/organic cation 

transporter N1) Hs00268200_m1 

SLC22A5  
Solute carrier 22A5 (carnitine/organic cation 

transporter N2) 
Hs00161895_m1 

 

SLC5A7 Solute carrier 5A7 (high-affinity choline transporter 1) Hs00222367_m1 

SLC44A1  Solute carrier 44A1 (choline transporter – like 1) Hs00223114_m1 

SLC44A2 Solute carrier 44A2 (choline transporter – like 2) Hs01105936_m1 

CKA Choline kinase alpha Hs00957875_m1 

UBC Ubiquitin C Hs01871556_s1 

 

The cDNA samples synthesized as described in the method section were used as template for 

PCR amplification. The Taqman® assays were purchase from Applied Biosystems (Foster 



City, CA). The details for all the genes analyzed and the respective probes used are listed in 

table S1. Ubiquitin C (UBC) gene was used as housekeeping reference.      

 


